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Local Donation
There was no cash and kinds donation received from local donors, Donors from local 
area of Duhabi visited Duhabi Home (DH) and celebrated birthday at DH and distributed 
snacks among the children. 

Meeting
No board meeting was held during this month but 
member from the Supervisory Committee Mr. 
Krishna Youngan and Nishchal Shakya visited DH 
for inspection the work of staff members and 
checked weekly expenses register and monthly bills 
and vouchers. 

Ramesh Thapa and Vidyan and Yadav from Duhabi 
board also regularly visited to DH and discussed 
with OM about the progress of children, difficulties 
of children and needed items at DH.  

Reports of children
Children remained safe and healthy this february, 
without any serious diseases. They were well cared 
by the home mother and kitchen mother; the 
children were feeded with nutrients diet. 

Anju and Anoj were regularly attending coaching 
classes in morning time before school, they were 
busy all the time with their study rather than playing 
or watching television. 

No conflict seen among the children. Children are helping each other and there is 
no such aggression in the home. None of the relatives visited Duhabi home. 
Siwani and Urmila are good at washing clothes and they used to support home 
mother in washing clothes of younger children and helps in kitchen as well.

Children enjoying company of mr.  
Krishna Youngan. 
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Picnic Itahari
On 11th february 2023 children, board members of Duhabi Home went 
for picnic at Itahari. 

Holi festival

Children Celebrating Holi Festival. 

Education  
Except Anju and Anoj, rest of all the children attended their regular classes. 
Children are regularly taking their tuition classes with their hired tutor and office 
manager is also providing extra classes for their final terminal examination 
preparation. 

Children are attending their regular classes of their school. Most of the children 
had started to revise their lesson as their exam is near miss Isha Kumari is 
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providing extra classes to the children for their exam preparation and planning to 
take classes saturday as well. 

Hygiene
Toilets, bathroom and rooms of children were regularly cleaned by homemother 
Muna and assistent homemother Prinkaya. Elder children Anju, Siwani and Urmila 
helps homemother and kitchenmother in cleaning surrounding and house 
premises.  

The pipelines of toilet and kitchen needs to be changed there are some leakage in 
the pipes by which the waste water comes outside of drain which smell bad and 
harmful for children. 

New projects
Old fused bulbs were changed and called plumber for the estimation to repair the 
toilet drain and separate pipelines. 

Points of Attention
 Similarly, an endowment account has been open in separate bank to deposit the 

fund from employees. Now 14-months fund has been deposited for them which 
they can withdraw at their retirement time. 

 Repair and maintenance work will be started by february.  

Reported by Aashu Kumar Mandal 

Project Manager 


